
Analysis of Ketso data

Hints and tips for using the data analysis 
spreadsheet: Part One



Write up all the data from the felts into 
Ketso Spreadsheet

• There is a bespoke Ketso Spreadsheet, which leads you 
through the process of entering the data from multiple felts 
& provides tools to help with analysis. 

• This allows for analysis and shows more of the 
relationships between the ideas. 

• It takes roughly 45 minutes to 1 hour to write up 1 felt. 

• If you have lots of felts, it is still worth using the bespoke 
spreadsheets even if you are just writing up the ideas with 
icons by them, to assist with analysis. 



You need to enable macros and editing



The title is the focus of the workshop (and is usually the words 
on the centrepiece), the rest of the fields help you keep track of 
who, where, when you did the workshop

The green arrows lead 
you through the stages



This form is for the legend – the meanings you assigned to the 
leaves. The default is our most standard Ketso Seed.



The next form is for the felts, you can name each felt if you 
wish to see whether there is a difference in the responses from 
different groups, e.g. if workshops were held in different places



Use the same spreadsheet for all of the felts from the same 
focus!

• Put data from all felts from the same 
workshop or series of workshops in the 
same spreadsheet

• You can keep track of different workshops 
by naming the felts

• This helps you see patterns in the data, and 
look for common themes

• It is harder to merge the data later (possible 
but fiddly)



Branches go in this form, if you have pre-set branches they can 
be entered straight away (you may want to note which 
branches were pre-set in the comments field at the bottom)



You can add more branches as you are working through each 
felt and new ones come up, go back to branch button on the 
top left



When you have finished the set up, you see 
this form for entering the data on each felt



Enter the data from one felt at a time. Start by selecting the 
correct felt name for that felt. (Remember to change it when 
you go on to a new felt)



Then select the branch name that you are starting with 
(remember to change it when you go on to a new branch)



Then select the leaf colour of the first leaf you are entering



Then this space pops up for writing the words that are on the 
leaf. When you are finished typing up what is on the leaf, press 
enter. A new form pops up, set to the same felt  and branch.



As you enter more leaves, they fill up the spreadsheet. If you 
have gone out of data entry mode, you can use the ‘Leaf +’ 
button to enter more data. 



If a leaf has icons by it, you can record it in the data entry form, 
then they show up in the spreadsheet and help you see what 
has been identified as important



If leaves are clustered together on the felt, you can number 
them in order to show that the ideas are related to each 
other. There is a space for this in the form, and a help file



There is a button for sorting the leaves in different ways



Sort by colour then icon – this is the quickest and roughest 
check of what is important in the dataset



Then you can read the existing assets / future possibilities etc. 
that people highlighted as important



You can report at this stage, cut and paste the key points under 
the headings of ‘questions (leaf colour)’  - this may be enough 
and is good for a quick feedback to get key ideas out there



Pressing Control & L at the same time unlocks the sheet and 
makes it easier to do things like highlight all of the ideas that 
have icons by them



One of the most useful views is sorting by the branches from 
across different felts- this sorts by branch, cluster, colour


